Introduction {#s1}
============

Many of the sounds in our environment are periodic, and the rate at which such sounds repeat is known as their fundamental frequency, or F0. We perceive the F0 of a sound as its pitch, and this tonal quality is one of the most important features of our listening experience. The way that F0 changes encodes meaning in speech ([@bib44]) and musical melody ([@bib14]; [@bib16]; [@bib31]). The F0 of a person's voice provides a cue to their identity ([@bib19]; [@bib32]; [@bib35]) and helps us attend to them in a noisy environment ([@bib15]; [@bib37]; [@bib49]).

The vocal calls of non-human animals are also often periodic, and pitch is believed to help them to identify individuals and interpret communication calls ([@bib30]; [@bib41]). Many mammalian species have been shown to discriminate the F0 of periodic sounds in experimental settings ([@bib23]; [@bib45]; [@bib62]; [@bib71]; [@bib72]), and these animal models hold promise for understanding the neural mechanisms that underlie pitch perception. However, pitch acuity can differ markedly across species ([@bib61]; [@bib72]), raising the possibility that humans and other mammals may use different neural mechanisms to extract pitch.

The auditory cortex plays a key role in pitch processing, but it remains unclear how cortical neurons extract the F0 of a sound ([@bib74]). Neural correlates of F0 cues ([@bib6]; [@bib8]; [@bib17]) and pitch judgments ([@bib9]) have been observed across auditory cortical fields in some species, while specialized 'pitch-tuned' neurons have thus far only been described in marmoset auditory cortex ([@bib5]). There is a similar lack of consensus regarding the neural code for pitch in the human brain ([@bib22]). A better understanding of the similarities and differences in pitch processing across species is essential for interpreting neurophysiological results in animals and relating them to human pitch perception.

Pitch discrimination in humans is thought to be driven by two acoustical cues that result from low-numbered 'resolved' harmonics and high-numbered 'unresolved' harmonics ([@bib39]). The relative importance of these cues offers a means to compare pitch mechanisms across species. In the frequency domain, F0 can be determined from the distribution of harmonics ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel) ([@bib21]; [@bib58]; [@bib70]). In the auditory nerve, the frequency spectrum is represented as a 'place code' of activation across the tonotopic map as well as a 'temporal code' of spikes that are phase-locked to basilar membrane vibrations ([@bib10]; [@bib54]). However, both these representations are limited by the cochlea's frequency resolution ([@bib21]). Because cochlear filter bandwidths increase with frequency, only low-numbered harmonics produce discernible peaks of excitation and phase locked spikes at their centre frequency ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, middle panel). Such harmonics are said to be 'resolved'. By contrast, high-numbered harmonics are not individually resolved, and instead produce beating in time at the F0, conveyed by phase-locking to their envelope ([@bib55]) ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panel). For convenience and to be consistent with prior literature, we refer to these unresolved pitch cues as 'temporal' cues, cognizant that the representation of resolved harmonics may also derive from a temporal neural code.

![Simulated cochlear filters and their responses to a 500 Hz harmonic complex tone filtered from 1 to 10 kHz.\
(**A**) Illustration of the role of unresolved and resolved harmonics in periodicity encoding. Upper plot: Amplitude spectrum for the tone complex contains all harmonics from 1 to 10 kHz. This sound will evoke a pitch corresponding to 500 Hz. Middle plot: Cartoon of the cochlear filters centred on every second harmonic of 500 Hz, based on data from [@bib20]. This illustrates that lower harmonics are resolved, while the cochlear filters corresponding to higher order harmonics respond to multiple harmonic components in the tone. Lower plot: The output of each of these cochlear filters is plotted throughout 5 ms of the tone complex. The resolved harmonics phase lock to the frequency of one harmonic, while unresolved harmonics beat at the sum of multiple harmonic components (i.e. 500 Hz), providing an explicit temporal representation of F0. B-E describe a computational model of the cochlear filter bank used to simulate representations of complex sounds in the ferret and human auditory nerve. Data are colour-coded for the human (blue) and ferret (black). (**B**) The frequency tuning of 15 example auditory nerve fibres is shown for the simulated human (left) and ferret (right) cochlea. C-E show analyses of the responses of human and ferret cochlear filter banks to the 500 Hz tone complex. (**C**) The response strengths of each of 500 auditory nerve fibres to the filtered tone complex were averaged across the duration of the sound, and plotted across the full range of centre frequencies. Many harmonics produce clearly resolvable activation peaks across fibres in the human cochlea (upper blue plot), but fewer harmonics are resolved in the ferret cochlea (lower black plot). (**D**) The temporal profile of the output of one simulated auditory nerve fibre with a centre frequency of 5 kHz is shown for the human (upper blue plot) and ferret (lower black plot) cochlea. (**E**) The power at 500 Hz in the output of each frequency filter, averaged across the full duration of the tone complex, is shown for the human (blue) and ferret (black) auditory nerve. For each species, these values were normalized by the maximal F0 power across all channels. The plot shows the mean (+standard error) normalized power at F0 across all auditory nerve fibres.](elife-41626-fig1){#fig1}

Although psychophysical experiments have demonstrated that humans can extract F0 using either resolved harmonics or unresolved harmonics alone ([@bib7]; [@bib24]; [@bib57]), human pitch perception is generally dominated by resolved harmonics ([@bib51]; [@bib57]; [@bib63]). Marmosets can also use resolved harmonics to detect F0 changes ([@bib4]; [@bib66]), whereas rodents (i.e. gerbils and chinchillas) rely more upon temporal periodicity cues ([@bib29]; [@bib28]; [@bib64]). It has been suggested that these apparent species differences in perception could relate to the pitch cues that are available following cochlear filtering ([@bib12]; [@bib64]). In particular, the growing evidence that cochlear bandwidths are broader in many non-human species ([@bib25]; [@bib59]), including ferrets ([@bib1]; [@bib67]), supports the possibility that they might process pitch cues in different ways from humans, as has been noted previously ([@bib63]; [@bib64]).

The behavioural studies carried out to date are difficult to compare across species. First, pitch in humans is defined as the percept through which sounds are ordered on a scale from low to high ([@bib2]). By contrast, animal studies often measure change detection on a go/no-go task, from which it is difficult to determine whether they experience a change in a comparably ordered pitch percept rather than some aspect of timbre. A two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task requiring 'low' and 'high' judgements analogous to those used in human psychophysical tasks would better enable cross-species comparisons ([@bib72]), but has yet to be employed to examine the use of resolved and unresolved cues in animals. Second, the spectral range of stimuli was not fully controlled across F0 in some previous studies (e.g. [@bib66]; [@bib72]), making it possible for animals to base their behavioural choices on the lower spectral edge of the sounds, rather than the sound's overall F0. Finally, most animal studies have not directly compared performance across human and non-human species ([@bib4]; [@bib45]; [@bib66]), or have compared them across considerably different behavioural tasks (e.g. [@bib63] versus [@bib64]), so differences in task demands might account for any apparent species differences. For example, the pitch difference thresholds of ferrets can differ by orders of magnitude between a go/no-go and 2AFC task ([@bib73]).

The present study overcomes these limitations by directly comparing the pitch cues used by humans and ferrets on a common 2AFC pitch classification task. We first use a model of cochlear filtering to simulate the representation of periodic sounds in the inner ear in order to visualize the effects of cochlear filter bandwidths on harmonic encoding. The simulations generated predictions about the availability of periodicity cues in the auditory nerve of each species. We then tested these predictions by training ferrets and humans to classify the pitch of a harmonic complex tone. We find differences in their dependence on resolved and unresolved harmonics, which in principle could be explained by differences in cochlear tuning between ferrets and humans.

Results {#s2}
=======

Simulating the filtering of complex tones in the ferret and human cochlea {#s2-1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Humans ([@bib20]; [@bib59]) are believed to have narrower cochlear filter bandwidths than ferrets ([@bib1]; [@bib67]; [@bib68]) and other non-human animals ([@bib25]; [@bib45]; [@bib48]), and these physiological constraints may predispose them to rely on different acoustical cues to classify the pitch of complex tones. Specifically, sharper frequency tuning in humans should result in more resolvable harmonics across the human tonotopic map. On the other hand, if the bandwidth of an auditory nerve fibre is broader, its firing should phase lock more strongly to the beating of adjacent harmonics, potentially providing a stronger explicit representation of the temporal periodicity of F0 in ferrets than in humans.

To quantify and visualize these predicted effects, we modified a standard model of the cochlear filter bank ([@bib46]) to simulate the representation of tones along the human and ferret basilar membrane. The model followed existing literature ([@bib27]; [@bib46]; [@bib53]), with parameters derived from either human psychophysics ([@bib20]) or ferret auditory nerve recordings ([@bib68]).

We chose human bandwidths estimated from simultaneous masking experiments ([@bib20]). Because they incorporate effects of suppression, these bandwidths are likely to more effectively replicate the distribution of nerve excitation evoked by a complex tone than would bandwidths that omit these effects (e.g. those estimated with forward masking). It would be ideal to have comparable psychophysical measurements in ferrets, but the available measurements are too sparse to infer the dependence on frequency with confidence ([@bib67]). We instead used bandwidths from ferret auditory nerve tuning curves. These likely overestimate the degree of resolved harmonics, and thus provide a conservative estimate of the potential species difference.

As shown in [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the cochlear filters are wider for the ferret auditory nerve than the human, even with the difference in the methods used to obtain the two sets of bandwidth estimates. In [Figure 1C--E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we compare the human and ferret simulated responses to a 500 Hz missing F0 tone complex that we used as a training sound in our ferret behavioural experiment (described below).

When the instantaneous power of the cochlear filters is summed across the duration of the sound and plotted as a function of centre frequency, the individual low-numbered harmonics of the tone are more clearly resolved in the human cochlea than in the ferret ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This takes the form of deeper troughs in the activation of nerve fibres whose centre frequencies lie between the harmonic components of the sound. To visualize the temporal representation of the higher harmonics in the same stimulus, we plotted the output of a single nerve fibre (here, a fibre with a centre frequency of 5 kHz) throughout time ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In this case, the representation of the 500 Hz F0 is clearer in the ferret -- the human cochlea produces weaker temporal modulation because fewer harmonics fall within the fibre's bandwidth.

We also examined whether the temporal representation of F0 was enhanced in the ferret cochlea across the full range of frequency filters. A Fourier transform was performed on the output of each fibre throughout a 200 ms steady-state portion of the sound. The power of the response at F0 was then expressed as a proportion of the overall power for that fibre. The results of this metric averaged across all fibres in the model are shown in [Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The average temporal representation of F0 was enhanced in the ferret compared to the human (Wilcoxon rank sum test; z = 8.286, p=1.175×10^−16^). In fact, this F0 representation metric was higher in the ferret than the human cochlear model across every pair of individually simulated auditory nerve fibres.

These simulations suggest that the ferret cochlea provides an enhanced representation of the envelope periodicity of a complex tone, as conveyed by spikes that are phase-locked to the F0 in the auditory nerve. On the other hand, the human auditory nerve provides a better resolved representation of individual harmonics across the tonotopic array. It might thus be expected that these two types of cues would be utilized to different extents by the two species.

Behavioural measures of pitch cue use in ferrets {#s2-2}
------------------------------------------------

To test the role of different pitch cues in ferret pitch perception, we trained five animals on a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task that requires 'low' and 'high' pitch judgements analogous to those used in human psychophysical tasks ([Figure 2A,B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). On each trial, a harmonic complex tone was presented at one of two possible fundamental frequencies. Ferrets were given water rewards for responding at the right nose-poke port for a high F0, and at the left port for a low F0. Incorrect responses resulted in a time-out. We began by training four ferrets to classify harmonic complex tones with an F0 of 500 and 1000 Hz, with a repeating pure tone presented at 707 Hz (the midpoint on a logarithmic scale) for reference before each trial. Two of these animals, along with one naïve ferret, were then trained on the same task using target F0 values of 150 and 450 Hz and a 260 Hz pure tone reference. In both cases, the integer ratios between the F0s to be discriminated allowed us to match their spectral bandwidths exactly, so that ferrets could not solve the task based on the frequency range of the sound ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; first four rows). Rather, the animals had to discriminate sounds based on some cue to the F0. After completing several pre-training stages to habituate the animals to the apparatus and sound presentation (see Materials and methods), the ferrets learned to perform the pitch classification task within 22 ± 3 (mean ± standard deviation) days of twice daily training.

![Psychophysical task design.\
(**A**) Schematic of the ferret testing apparatus, viewed from above. (**B**) Schematic of one trial in the 2-alternative forced choice pitch classification task. The target tone complex could be lower or higher in F0 than the reference pure tone (**R**). Dotted lines indicate time durations that are variable, depending on the animal's behaviour.](elife-41626-fig2){#fig2}

![Stimuli used in the ferret pitch classification task.\
Plots show the training tone (left column), standard stimulus (second column) and four probe stimuli (columns 3--6) used in the psychophysical task. There were two F0 ranges, with target stimuli with F0s of either 150 and 450 Hz, or 500 and 1000 Hz, indicated to the left of each row of plots. The top four rows show the power spectra of each target sound, while the bottom four rows plot a 20 ms excerpt of the corresponding sound waveform. The table in the middle of the figure indicates whether resolved harmonics (row 1) or temporal envelope (row 2) F0 cues are strong or weak in each stimulus. A pure tone reference sound was used in all experimental stages.](elife-41626-fig3){#fig3}

Once the ferrets learned to perform this simple 2AFC task, we incorporated 'probe trials' into the task in order to determine which acoustical cues they were using to categorize the trained target sounds. Probe trials made up 20% of trials in a given session, and were randomly interleaved with the 'standard' trials described above. On probe trials, an untrained target stimulus was presented following the pure tone reference, and the ferret received a water reward regardless of its behavioural choice. This task design discouraged ferrets from learning to use a different strategy to classify the probe sounds.

The inner ear is known to produce distortion in response to harmonic tones that can introduce energy at the fundamental frequency to the basilar membrane response, even for missing-fundamental sounds ([@bib52]). These distortion products could in principle counter our attempts to match the spectral bandwidths of the sounds, since they could cause the lowest frequency present in the ear to differ as a function of F0. To determine if the ferrets relied on such cochlear distortion products to classify tones in our task, we added pink noise to the stimulus on 20% of randomly interleaved probe trials at an intensity that is known to be more than sufficient to mask cochlear distortion products in humans ([@bib43]; [@bib50]). Ferrets performed more poorly on probe trials than on standard trials (paired t-test; t = 4.346, p=0.005), as expected for an auditory discrimination task performed in noise. However, they performed the pitch classification at 71.85 ± 9.60% correct (mean ± standard deviation) with the noise masker, which is well above chance (1-sample t-test; t = 6.025, p=0.001). This suggests that ferrets did not rely on cochlear distortion products to solve our task.

We next moved to the main testing stage of our behavioural experiment, which aimed to determine if ferrets use resolved harmonics, temporal envelope periodicity, or both of these cues to identify the F0 of tones. All tone complexes, both the standard and probe stimuli, were superimposed on a pink noise masker. Our auditory nerve model (above) allowed us to estimate which harmonics in the tone complexes would be resolved in the ferret auditory nerve ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib40]). This analysis suggests that our standard tones contained both resolved and unresolved harmonics for ferret listeners, as intended. We constructed four types of probe stimuli based on our resolvability estimates: (1) 'Low Harmonic' tones containing only harmonics that we expected to be resolved; (2) 'High Harmonic' tones containing harmonics presumed to be less well resolved; (3) 'All Harmonics Random Phase' probes containing the full set of harmonics present in the standard tone, but whose phases were independently randomized in order to flatten the temporal envelope; and (4) 'High Harmonics Random Phase' stimuli with the same randomization of harmonic phases, but containing only presumptively unresolved harmonics. It is possible that the highest resolved harmonic for the ferret might have been overestimated by our procedure, given that cochlear filter bandwidths were taken from auditory nerve tuning curves for pure tones and thus did not incorporate effects of lateral suppression. If so, fewer harmonics might actually have been resolved by ferrets in the 'Low Harmonic' stimulus than indicated by our simulations. However, this would not change the rationale for using these stimuli or the interpretation of the behavioral data.

![Harmonic content of stimuli.\
(**A**) The number of resolved harmonics was estimated over a range of F0s, for the human (blue) and ferret (black) cochlea. (**B**) The frequency ranges and numbers of harmonic partials included in each stimulus. As per convention, F0 is deemed to be harmonic 1.](elife-41626-fig4){#fig4}

The spectral ranges of these stimuli are given in [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and the spectra and audio waveforms (showing the temporal envelope periodicity) are illustrated in [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Ferrets were again given water rewards irrespective of their behavioural choice on probe trials, in order to avoid reinforcing different pitch classification strategies across probe stimuli.

The performance of ferrets on the standard and probe stimuli is shown in [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Data for individual subjects are shown in [Figure 5---figure supplement 1A](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}. A repeated-measures 3-way ANOVA was carried out on the three ferrets trained with both references. This analysis indicated that performance varied with stimulus type (i.e., the standard and four probe stimuli) (F(4,8) = 10.540, p=0.003), but not across subjects (F(2,8) = 1.060; p=0.391) or the two reference conditions (i.e., 260 and 707 Hz) (F(1,8) = 0.438, p=0.576). Scores did not significantly vary across individual ferrets in either the 260 Hz (2-way ANOVA; F(2,8) = 0.366, p=0.704) or 707 Hz condition (2-way ANOVA; F(3,12) = 2.063, p=0.158), so data collected from the same animals in these two conditions were treated as independent measurements in subsequent analyses.

![Pitch classification performance of ferrets and humans.\
(**A**) Ferrets' percent correct scores on the pitch classification task are plotted for the standard tone trials (left) and each of the four probe stimuli (right). The results of testing with the 260 Hz reference (150 and 450 Hz targets; red) and 707 Hz reference (500 and 1000 Hz targets; black) are plotted separately. (**B**) Humans' pitch classification performance is plotted, as in (**A**). (**C**) Performance for each of the four probe stimuli is expressed as the ratio of the percentage correct score and that achieved with the standard training tone stimulus. Data are shown for ferrets (black) and humans (blue). Values of 0 indicate that subjects performed at chance for the probe stimulus, while one indicates that they classified the F0 of the probe as accurately as the standard stimulus. Error bars shown mean ± standard error. Individual data for (**A**) and (**B**) are shown in [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}.\
10.7554/eLife.41626.008Figure 5---source data 1.Stimuli and data from psychophysical experiments.](elife-41626-fig5){#fig5}

To assess the acoustical cues used by animals to solve the pitch classification task, we compared ferrets' performance on the standard trials with that on each of the four probe trial types (repeated measures 2-way ANOVA, Tukey's HSD test). Compared to their performance on standard trials, ferrets showed impaired performance on probes that contained only low harmonics (p=0.001), but performed well when only high harmonics were presented (p=1.000). Their performance was impaired when we randomized the phases of the high harmonics (p=0.002). Phase randomization also impaired performance when the full set of harmonics (both resolved and unresolved; 'All Harmonics Random Phase') were present (p=2.173×10^−5^). This pattern of results suggests that ferrets rely more strongly on the temporal envelope periodicity (produced by unresolved harmonics) than on resolved harmonics to classify the pitch of harmonic tone complexes, unlike what would be expected for human listeners.

Comparison of human and ferret pitch classification performance {#s2-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Humans were trained on a similar pitch classification task to the one described for ferrets in order to best compare the use of pitch cues between these two species. Participants were presented with harmonic complex tones and classified them as high or low. A training phase was used to teach participants the high and low F0s.

We tested human listeners using the same types of standard and probe stimuli as in the final stage of ferret testing described above. As the pitch discrimination thresholds of human listeners are known to be superior to those of ferrets ([@bib72]), we adapted the target F0s (180 and 220 Hz) and harmonic cut-offs for human hearing ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The constraints of using a smaller F0 difference necessitated a different lowest frequency component between the two F0s for the 'All Harmonic' and 'Low Harmonic' conditions, unlike the ferret stimuli. However, the spectral edge was higher for the lower F0 (360 Hz vs. 220 Hz), and thus is unlikely to have provided a cue that could be used to correctly perform the task (particularly given that we did not provide feedback). Because the F0 difference differed between species, the between-species comparison of interest here is not the difference in absolute scores on the task, but the pattern of performance across probe conditions.

Human listeners also showed varied pitch classification performance across the standard and probe stimuli (repeated-measures 2-way ANOVA; F(4,60) = 36.999, p=1.443×10^−15^). However, a different pattern of performance across stimuli was observed for human subjects than for ferrets ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Tukey's HSD tests indicated that human listeners were significantly impaired when resolved harmonics were removed from the sounds, as demonstrated by impairments in the 'High Harmonic' probes with (p=9.922×10^−9^) and without (p=1.029×10^−8^) randomized phases. Conversely, no impairment was observed when resolved harmonics were available, regardless of whether the phases of stimuli were randomized ('All Harmonics Random Phase' condition; p=0.959) or not ('Low Harmonics' condition; p=0.101). Data for individual subjects are shown in [Figure 5---figure supplement 1B](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}. These results are all consistent with the wealth of prior work on human pitch perception, but replicate previously reported effects in a task analogous to that used in ferrets.

The performance for each probe type, relative to performance on the standard stimuli, is directly compared between the two species in [Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Here, a score of 1 indicates that the subject performed equally well for the standard tone and the probe condition, while a score of 0 indicates that the probe condition fully impaired their performance (reducing it to chance levels). This comparison illustrates the differences in acoustical cues underlying ferret and human pitch classifications. Consistent with the relative prominence of the cues in our model simulations, we found that while ferrets were impaired only when temporal envelope cues from unresolved harmonics were disrupted, humans continued to classify the target pitch well in the absence of temporal envelope cues, so long as resolved harmonics were present. This was confirmed statistically as a significant interaction between species and stimulus type on performance (2-way ANOVA; F(4,135) = 14.720, p=5.274×10^−10^). The two species thus appear to predominantly rely on distinct cues to pitch.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

We used a combination of cochlear modelling and behavioural experiments to examine the use of pitch cues in ferrets and human listeners. Our model simulations illustrated how broader cochlear filter widths in ferrets result in fewer resolved harmonics and a more enhanced representation of temporal envelopes than the human cochlea, as suggested by previous authors ([@bib12]; [@bib64]). Based on this result, we predicted that the pitch judgments of ferrets would rely more strongly on temporal envelope cues than that of human listeners. Our behavioural experiments directly compared the use of pitch cues in the two species and found that this is indeed the case. Our results provide the first unambiguous dissociation of pitch mechanisms across species, by utilizing the same task across species, and provide an illustration of the potential consequences of species differences in cochlear tuning.

Findings in other species {#s3-1}
-------------------------

Human listeners have consistently been found to have better pitch discrimination thresholds when stimuli contain resolved harmonics ([@bib7]; [@bib26]; [@bib38]; [@bib51]; [@bib57]). Moreover, cortical responses to pitched sound in humans are stronger for resolved than unresolved harmonics, mirroring perceptual sensitivity ([@bib42]; [@bib47]). The results of our human experiments are thus fully consistent with this large body of prior work, while enabling comparison with non-human animals. Because most natural sounds contain both low- and high-numbered harmonics, humans may learn to derive pitch primarily from resolved harmonics even when temporal envelope cues are also available, and are thus less equipped to derive pitch from unresolved harmonics alone. This would explain the drop in performance when resolved harmonic cues were removed on probe trials in our experiment.

Our cochlear simulations suggest that harmonic resolvability is worse for ferrets than human listeners, as a consequence of their previously demonstrated differences in cochlear filter widths ([@bib67]). As a result, they may conversely learn to rely more on temporal pitch cues when estimating pitch from natural sounds, leading to poorer performance for low harmonic tone complexes. In fact, these species differences may be even more pronounced than suggested by our simulations, as ferret filters appear to exhibit broader bandwidths when measured with the simultaneous masking paradigms from which the human bandwidths in our simulations were obtained ([@bib67]). Similarly, human cochlear bandwidths have been shown to be sharper when estimated from otoacoustic emissions or forward masking paradigms ([@bib59]) than from a simultaneous masking task ([@bib20]).

Many non-human mammals are thought to have wider cochlear bandwidths than humans ([@bib25]; [@bib33]; [@bib67]; [@bib69]), and so we might expect temporal cues to dominate their pitch decisions as we have observed in ferrets. The few studies to directly address F0 cue use in pitch judgments by non-human animals have raised the possibility of species differences in pitch perception, but have relied on go/no-go tasks that differ from standard psychophysical tasks used in humans. For instance, studies in gerbils suggest that they primarily use temporal cues to detect an inharmonic component in a tone complex ([@bib29]; [@bib28]). Chinchillas were similarly shown to detect the onset of a periodic sound following a non-periodic sound using temporal, rather than resolved harmonic, cues ([@bib60]). While these studies did not explicitly compare the use of resolved and unresolved pitch cues, their findings are consistent with ours regarding the importance of temporal cues in non-human species, and the authors similarly proposed that species differences could be explained by differences in peripheral tuning.

Marmosets, on the other hand, appear to be influenced by harmonic phases when detecting changes in F0 only when resolved harmonics are omitted from the stimulus ([@bib4]; [@bib45]; [@bib66]). This suggests that temporal cues are only salient for this species when they occur in unresolved harmonics. Similarly to humans, marmosets were found to detect smaller changes in F0 when harmonics were resolved than when only unresolved harmonics were available ([@bib66]). Comparable studies have yet to be carried out in other non-human primates, so it remains unclear whether primates are special in the animal kingdom in their dependence on resolved harmonic cues. We note also that the behavioural task used in previous marmoset experiments ([@bib4]; [@bib45]; [@bib66]) required animals to detect a change in F0, whereas the task employed in this study required ferrets to label the direction of F0 changes. Ferrets show an order of magnitude difference in pitch acuity on these two tasks ([@bib73]), raising the possibility that primates might as well.

The use of probe trials without feedback in the present experiment allowed us to determine which acoustical cues most strongly influenced listeners' pitch judgements. The ferrets relied predominantly on temporal cues under these conditions, but our results do not preclude the possibility that they could also make pitch judgments based on resolved harmonics if trained to do so. Indeed, although human listeners rely on resolved harmonics under normal listening conditions, we can also extract pitch from unresolved harmonics when they are isolated ([@bib38]; [@bib51]; [@bib57]). Our simulations show that multiple harmonics could potentially be resolved on the ferret cochlea, depending on the F0 ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, if specifically trained to do so, one might expect ferrets to be able to derive F0 from these harmonics using the same template matching mechanisms proposed for human listeners ([@bib21]; [@bib58]). As discussed above, it is also important to note that the relationship between harmonic resolvability and auditory nerve tuning is not fully understood, and nonlinearities in response to multiple frequency components could cause resolvability to be worse than that inferred from isolated auditory nerve fibre measurements.

Overall, the available evidence fits with the idea that pitch judgments are adapted to the acoustical cues that are available and robust in a particular species, with differences in cochlear tuning thus producing cross-species diversity in pitch perception. A similar principle may be at work within human hearing, where listeners appear to rely on harmonicity for some pitch tasks and spectral changes in others, potentially because of task-dependent differences in the utility of particular cues ([@bib35]). The application of normative models of pitch perception will likely provide further insight into the relative importance of these cues.

Implications for neurophysiological work {#s3-2}
----------------------------------------

A better understanding of the similarities and differences in pitch processing across species is essential for relating the results of neurophysiological studies in animals to human pitch perception. The present experiments suggest that ferrets, a common animal model in studies of hearing (e.g. [@bib3]; [@bib9]; [@bib18]; [@bib56]), can estimate F0 from the temporal envelopes of harmonic complex tones. Our data indicate that ferrets generalize across sounds with different spectral properties (including wideband sounds, sounds in noise, and sounds containing only high harmonics) without relying on explicit energy at the F0. In this respect, ferrets appear to have a pitch percept, even though the cues underlying it are apparently weighted differently than in human pitch perception.

It is interesting that ferrets appear to favour temporal cues over resolved harmonic cues even for F0s as high as 1000 Hz. While this periodicity is well below the phase locking limit of the ferret auditory nerve ([@bib68]), it falls above a reported temporal pitch limit in cats ([@bib13]) and humans ([@bib11]; [@bib34]). We thus cannot rule out the possibility that ferrets were actually performing the 707 Hz reference task by detecting the absence of temporal modulation at 1000 Hz. However, the similar pattern of performance for the lower pair of reference F0s (150 and 450 Hz) is less plausibly explained in this way, and supports the idea that the ferrets were basing their judgments on temporal pitch cues. It is also possible that the temporal modulation limit of pitch is higher in an animal that relies more on this cue.

The existing literature might be taken to suggest that primates are more appropriate animal models for examining the role of resolved harmonics in human pitch perception, as they appear to be more like humans in their use of this cue ([@bib4]; [@bib45]; [@bib66]). On the other hand, our data suggest that ferrets are a powerful animal model for evaluating temporal models of pitch extraction (e.g. [@bib36]). Like cochlear implant users, ferrets have broad cochlear frequency filters that may limit their use of resolved harmonic cues.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Experimental subjects {#s4-1}
---------------------

### Ferrets (Mustela putorius furo) {#s4-1-1}

Five adult female pigmented ferrets (aged 6--24 months) were trained in this study. Power calculations estimated that five animals was the minimum appropriate sample size for 1-tailed paired comparisons with alpha = 5%, a medium (0.5) effect size, and beta = 20%. Ferrets were housed in groups of 2--3, with free access to food pellets. Training typically occurred in runs of 5 consecutive days, followed by two days rest. Ferrets could drink water freely from bottles in their home boxes on rest days. On training days, drinking water was received as positive reinforcement on the task, and was supplemented as wet food in the evening to ensure that each ferret received at least 60 ml/kg of water daily. Regular otoscopic and typanometry examinations were carried out to ensure that the animals' ears were clean and healthy, and veterinary checks upon arrival and yearly thereafter confirmed that animals were healthy. The animal procedures were approved by the University of Oxford Committee on Animal Care and Ethical Review and were carried out under license from the UK Home Office, in accordance with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986.

### Humans {#s4-1-2}

The pitch classification performance of 16 adult humans (nine male, ages 18--53 years; mean age = 25.3 years) was also examined, which provided a 60% beta in the power calculations described for ferrets. All subjects reported having normal hearing. All experimental procedures on humans were approved by the Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects at MIT.

Method details {#s4-2}
--------------

### Cochlear filter simulations {#s4-2-1}

We used a cochlear filter bank previously developed by [@bib46] and implemented by [@bib65] to simulate representations of sounds on the basilar membrane. The model simulates the response of the basilar membrane to complex sounds as a set of parallel Gammatone filters, each with a different characteristic frequency and Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB). In order to compare the representation of harmonic tone complexes in the human and ferret cochlea, we modified this model to use filter constants derived from either psychophysical estimates of human cochlear filters ([@bib20]), or ferret auditory nerve recordings ([@bib68]). Based on these sources, the equivalent rectangular bandwidth of filter $i$ in the human cochlea was calculated as:$${ERB}_{i} = f_{i}/(12.7 \ast (f_{i}/1000)0.3),$$where $f_{i}$ is the centre frequency of the filter in Hz.

For the ferret cochlea, the equivalent rectangular bandwidth of each filter was estimated using the following linear fit to the data in [@bib68]:$${ERB}_{i} = f_{i}/8.9047 + 209.6149.$$

The output of each channel in the above Gammatone filter bank was half-wave rectified and then compressed (to the power of 0.3) to simulate transduction of sound by inner hair cells. Finally, the output was low-pass filtered at 3 kHz (FIR filter, passband 3 kHz, stopband 4 kHz, attenuation 60 dB) to reflect the phase locking limit of auditory nerve fibres. This model architecture is similar to that used in previous studies (e.g. [@bib27]; [@bib53]).

### Training apparatus {#s4-2-2}

Ferrets were trained to discriminate sounds in custom-built testing chambers, constructed from a wire mesh cage (44 × 56 × 49 cm) with a solid plastic floor, placed inside a sound-insulated box lined with acoustic foam to attenuate echoes. Three plastic nose poke tubes containing an inner water spout were mounted along one wall of the cage: a central 'start spout' and two 'response spouts' to the left and right ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Ferrets' nose pokes were detected by breaking an infrared LED beam across the opening of the tube, and water was delivered from the spouts using solenoids. Sound stimuli, including acoustic feedback signals, were presented via a loudspeaker (FRS 8; Visaton, Crewe, UK) mounted above the central spout, which had a flat response (±2 dB) from 0.2 to 20 kHz. The behavioural task, data acquisition, and stimulus generation were all automated using a laptop computer running custom MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) code, and a real-time processor (RP2; Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL, USA).

### Pre-training {#s4-2-3}

Ferrets ran two training sessions daily, and typically completed 94 ± 24 trials per session (mean ± standard deviation). Several pre-training stages were carried out to shape animals' behaviour for our classification task. In the first session, animals received a water reward whenever they nose poked at any of the spouts. Next, they received water rewards only when they alternated between the central and peripheral spouts. The water reward presented from the peripheral response spouts (0.3--0.5 ml per trial) was larger than that presented at the central start spout (0.1--0.2 ml per trial). The animal was required to remain in the central nose poke for 300 ms to receive a water reward from that spout.

Once animals performed this task efficiently, sound stimuli were introduced in the next session. At the start of each trial, a repeating pure tone 'reference' (200 ms duration, 200 ms inter-tone interval, 60 dB SPL) was presented to indicate that the central spout could be activated. Nose poking at the central spout resulted in the presentation of a repeating complex tone 'target' (200 ms duration, 200 ms inter-tone interval, 70 dB SPL) after a 100 ms delay. The animal was again required to remain at the centre for 300 ms, and early releases now resulted in the presentation of an 'error' broadband noise burst (200 ms duration, and 60 dB SPL) and a 3 s timeout before a new trial began. The target tone could take one of two possible F0 values, which corresponded to rewards at one of the two peripheral spouts (right rewards for high F0 targets, and left for low F0s). For all training and testing stages, the target tones contained harmonics within the same frequency range, so that animals could not use spectral cut-offs to classify the sounds. The target tone continued to play until the animal responded at the correct peripheral spout, resulting in a water reward. Once the animals could perform this final pretraining task with \>70% accuracy across trials, they advanced to pitch classification testing.

### Testing stages and stimuli {#s4-2-4}

The complex tone target was presented only once per trial, and incorrect peripheral spout choices resulted in an error noise and a 10 s timeout ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). After such an error, the following trial was an error correction trial, in which the F0 presented was the same as that of the previous trial. These trials were included to discourage ferrets from always responding at the same peripheral spout. If the ferret failed to respond at either peripheral spout for 14 s after target presentation, the trial was restarted.

The reference pure tone's frequency was set to halfway between the low and high target F0s on a log scale. We examined ferrets' pitch classification performance using two pairs of complex tone targets in separate experimental blocks: the first with F0s of 500 and 1000 Hz (707 Hz reference), and the second with 150 and 450 Hz targets (260 Hz reference). The 150 and 450 Hz targets were chosen to overlap with the F0 range that we tested in human listeners (below). The 500 and 1000 Hz condition was included as ferrets often perform better on pitch discrimination tasks in this range than on sounds with lower F0s ([@bib72]). Four ferrets were trained on the 707 Hz reference. Two of these animals, plus an additional naive animal, were trained on the 260 Hz reference. In each case, testing took place over three stages, in which the ferret's task remained the same but a unique set of stimulus parameters was changed ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), as outlined below. Ferrets were allocated to the 260 and 707 Hz reference conditions based on their availability at the time of testing.

*Stage 1:* Target sounds were tone complexes, containing all harmonics within a broad frequency range (specified in [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The pairs of target stimuli were chosen to be either one octave (a factor of two; 500 and 1000 Hz) or a factor of three (150 and 450 Hz) apart so that their ranges of harmonics could be matched exactly in spectral range. When an animal performed this task \>75% correct on three consecutive sessions, (32.8 ± 7.1 sessions from the beginning of training; mean ± standard deviation; n = 4 ferrets), they moved to Stage 2.

*Stage 2:* On 80% of trials, the same standard target tones from Stage one were presented. The other 20% of trials were 'probe trials', in which the ferret was rewarded irrespective of the peripheral spout it chose, without a timeout or error correction trial. Probe trials were randomly interleaved with standard trials. The probe stimuli differed only by the addition of pink noise (0.1--10 kHz) to the target sounds, in order to mask possible cochlear distortion products at F0. The level of the noise masker was set so that the power at the output of a Gammatone filter centred at the F0 (with bandwidth matched to ferret auditory nerve measurements in that range \[[@bib68]\]) was 5 dB below the level of the pure tone components of the target. This is conservative because distortion products are expected to be at least 15 dB below the level of the stimulus components based on measurements in humans ([@bib43]; [@bib50]). When an animal performed this task \>75% correct on three consecutive sessions, they moved to stage 3.

*Stage 3:* The probe stimulus from Stage two served as the 'Standard' sound on 80% of trials, and all stimuli (both the standard and probes) included the pink noise masker described above. Twenty percent of trials were probe trials, as in Stage 2, but this stage contained tones manipulated to vary the available pitch cues. We estimated the resolvability of individual harmonics using ERB measurements available in previously published auditory nerve recordings ([@bib68]). For a given F0, the number of resolved harmonics was approximated as the ratio of F0 and the bandwidth of auditory nerve fibres with a characteristic frequency at that F0, as described by [@bib40], and applied by [@bib45]. This measure yielded between 1 and 8 resolved harmonics for ferrets, depending on the F0 ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Four types of probe stimuli were presented: (1) 'Low Harmonics', which contained only harmonics presumed to be resolved; (2) 'High Harmonics', comprised of harmonics presumed to be unresolved; (3) 'All Harmonics Random Phase', which contained the same set of harmonics as the standard, but whose phases were independently randomized in order to reduce temporal envelope cues for pitch; and (4) 'High Harmonics Random Phase', which contained the harmonics present in 'High Harmonics' stimuli, but with randomized phases. The bandpass cutoffs for the probe stimuli were chosen so that the 'Low Harmonic', but not 'High Harmonic', probes contained resolved harmonics for ferret listeners. Each probe stimulus was presented on at least 40 trials for each ferret, while the standard was tested on over 1000 trials per ferret.

### Human psychophysical task {#s4-2-5}

Human subjects were tested on a pitch classification task that was designed to be as similar as possible to Stage 3 of ferrets' task (see above). 16 subjects discriminated target F0s of 180 and 220 Hz. Due to the smaller F0 difference required to make the task difficult enough to challenge human listeners ([@bib72]), it was not possible to match the lower spectral edge of the 'Low Harmonic' and 'All Harmonic' stimuli as we did for ferrets. However, the stimuli were set such that the higher F0 target had the lower spectral edge. As a result, these edge cues were incongruent with the F0. Because feedback was not provided, it is unlikely that subjects could have learned to associate a lower spectral edge with the higher F0 and vice versa. This stimulus confound thus if anything is likely to have made the task more difficult in the 'Low Harmonic' and 'All Harmonic' conditions. Because our main finding is that the relative performance of humans was better than that of ferrets in these conditions, it seems unlikely to have influenced the key results.

In the psychophysical task, human listeners were presented with the same classes of stimuli described above for ferrets. The frequency ranges included in the probe stimuli are listed in [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Sounds were presented over headphones (Sennheiser HD280) in a sound attenuated booth (Industrial Acoustics, USA). A repeating reference pure tone (200 ms duration, 200 ms inter-tone interval, 60 dB SPL) was presented at the start of a trial, and the subject initiated the target harmonic tone complex (200 ms duration, 70 dB SPL) presentation with a keypress. Text on a computer monitor then asked the subject whether the sound heard was the low or high pitch, which the subjects answered via another keypress (1 = low, 0 = high). Feedback was given on the monitor after each trial to indicate whether or not the subject had responded correctly. Incorrect responses to the standard stimuli resulted in presentation of a broadband noise burst (200 ms duration, and 60 dB SPL) and a 3 s timeout before the start of the next trial. Error correction trials were not used for human subjects, as they did not have strong response biases. Standard harmonic complex tones were presented on 80% of trials, and the four probes ('Low Harmonics', 'High Harmonics', 'All Harmonics Random Phase', and 'High Harmonics Random Phase') were presented on 20% of randomly interleaved trials. Feedback for probe trials was always 'correct', irrespective of listeners' responses. Humans were given 10 practice trials with the standard stimuli before testing, so that they could learn which stimuli were low and high, and how to respond with the keyboard. Each probe stimulus was tested on 40 trials for each subject, while the standard was tested on 680 trials per subject.

Quantification and statistical analysis {#s4-3}
---------------------------------------

### Psychophysical data analysis {#s4-3-1}

Error correction trials were excluded from all data analysis, as were data from any testing session in which the subject scored less than 60% correct on standard trials. T-tests and ANOVAs with an alpha of 5% were used throughout to assess statistical significance.

Because only 3 of the four ferrets were trained on both references (the final ferret was only trained on the 707 Hz reference condition), the repeated measures ANOVA used to analyse the ferret data was limited to these three ferrets. This ANOVA indicated that performance effects did not vary significantly across animals. We therefore performed the rest of our analysis while treating ferrets as independent measures in the two conditions, allowing us to include all four ferrets (otherwise the ANOVA would be unbalanced). Because animal behaviour is very labour intensive to collect, we decided to sacifice the repeated measure analysis to include the fourth ferret. In any case, our results were sufficiently robust so as to not require the additional sensitivity of a repeated measures analysis.

Error bars in [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} show mean ± standard errors. Further details of all statistical tests described here are provided as tables ([Supplementary files 1a-1k](#supp1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Because humans produced higher percent correct scores overall than ferrets on the behavioural task, we normalized probe scores against the standard scores when directly comparing performance between species. The score of each species in each probe condition was represented as:$$Pnorm_{ai} = (P_{ai} - 50)/(S_{a} - 50),$$where $Pnorm$ is the normalized probe score for species $a$ on probe $i$, $P_{ai}$ is the percent correct score for species $a$ on probe $i$, and $S_{a}$ is the percent correct score of species $a$ on the standard trials. If the performance of species $a$ is unimpaired for a given probe stimulus $i$ relative to the standard stimulus, then $Pnorm_{ai}$ will equal 1. If the listeners are completely unable to discriminate the F0 of the probe, then $Pnorm_{ai} = 0$.

The data and custom software developed in this manuscript are available on the Dryad archive.
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"Pitch perception is adapted to species-specific cochlear filtering\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by Eve Marder as the Senior Editor, a Reviewing Editor, and two reviewers. The following individual involved in review of your submission has agreed to reveal his identity: Daniel Bendor (Reviewer \#1).

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

Pitch perception is important, but its neurobiological basis remains unsettled. In this study, the spectral and temporal cues used for pitch discrimination are compared between humans and ferrets. The authors find that unlike humans, ferrets use predominantly temporal cues, relying on higher order harmonics for pitch discrimination. The experiment is well designed, and the data are compelling. With these strengths, there are concerns about novelty, and experimental design.

Essential revisions:

1\) The basic conclusions have been drawn in earlier papers. The relationship between broader cochlear tuning and greater reliance on unresolved harmonics has been explicitly stated in Shofner and Chaney, 2013 and are present in other studies of the perception and neural coding of pitch in non-human mammals. We do understand that there are benefits to doing the same experiment in humans and ferrets and suggest increased clarity in covering how the main conclusions have already been drawn by previous studies.

2\) The choice of F0s of 500 and 1000 Hz is odd. First, they are exactly an octave apart. Second, do the authors believe that ferrets are sensitive to 1000-Hz temporal modulations? Couldn\'t this discrimination simply be detecting some modulation at 500 Hz, and no modulation at 1000 Hz, and not have anything to do with pitch? The authors should discuss the caveats of using this stimulus, which still clearly demonstrates that animals are doing something different from the humans. The authors might more explicitly acknowledge this potential experimental weakness.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for submitting your article \"Pitch perception is adapted to species-specific cochlear filtering\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, one of whom is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors, and the evaluation has been overseen by Eve Marder as the Senior Editor.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Essential revisions:

Your reviewers had a split decision about your paper, over both novelty and stimulus design issues. We have come to the consensus that an amended introduction and discussion could potentially resolve our concerns. Please carefully re-evaluate the original critiques, in addition to the points summarized below and the new full reviews.

First, it may be that you were not aware of the other Shofner paper in humans. A more balanced introduction and discussion should include discussion of the pair of previous studies that already compared humans with another similarly-sized mammal, and used similar stimuli in both, and came to the same conclusions.

Second, the stimulus design issues might be resolved for this paper by a more thorough accounting of the available evidence pointing to insensitivity to modulation around 1000 Hz in all species tested so far (with relevant citations added). We suggest you acknowledge the potential confounds remaining in the human version of the experiment, where the spectral edge is not held constant. You might also discuss whether ferrets might be able to perceive higher modulation rates than humans or may only need to perceive the lower pitch to perform the task correctly.

One reviewer points out that it is possible to design an experiment that does not have these confounds. For instance, using shallow bandpass filter slopes so that the spectral edge of the stimulus is not a salient cue, would remove the possibility that the spectral edge is being used. Similarly, using F0s within the range where F0 can actually be detected via envelope cues (at least in humans), would remove concerns about the frequencies you used. After discussion, we do not require these experiments for this paper, but think that discussion of this point would be helpful.

Reviewer \#2:

This paper provides an interesting example of how differences in peripheral spectral resolution may influence higher-level percepts, in this case pitch. My primary concerns with the original submission were (1) The findings were not as original as implied by the authors (with previous studies having ascribed differences between human and animal pitch perception and performance to differences in spectral resolution), and (2) It was not clear from the stimuli used whether pitch was in fact the dimension that the ferrets were using to perform the task, particularly as the higher-F0 conditions (between 500 and 1000 Hz) extends beyond the region for which envelope-based pitch had been shown to exist.

Unfortunately, the revision does not provide a satisfactory rebuttal to either concern. The main claim to novelty here is that the same task was used in the two species. Although this is true, the tasks used in previous papers were not all that different. For instance: Shofner and Chaney, (2013) showed in chinchillas that temporal-envelope cues, and not spectral peaks (ie. resolved harmonics) were used for pitch cues, and Shofner and Campbell, (2012 not cited by the current authors) showed in humans, using essentially identical stimuli that the opposite pattern of results was observed. In both papers, the authors explicitly invoke species differences in spectral resolution to explain the difference in results. In my view, this makes the present contribution an incremental improvement -- one that deserves publication, but not in a general-audience journal such as *eLife*.

Even if the argument that the same stimuli and task makes the current study worthy of publication, there are also problems on this front: Although the same basic task was used for the two species, some critical differences were present. First, the range of F0s was much lower for the humans than for the ferrets. Second, the F0 difference between the two target tones was much smaller. This was justified because humans have much higher sensitivity to F0 differences. However, this choice results in a potential confound: For the humans, there was a large difference in the lower spectral edge between the two target stimuli in the control (wideband) condition and in the condition with the lower harmonics present: for the lower-F0 tone (180 Hz), the second harmonics was the lowest (360 Hz), whereas for the higher-F0 tone (220 Hz), the first harmonic was lowest present (220 Hz). This provides a large spectral-edge cue that the ferrets did not have access to. Humans had access to this cue in all but the high high-harmonics condition (in which performance was poorer). Although this does negate the results of the study, it is an important confound that undermines the claim to novelty of having used the same stimuli and tasks in the two populations.

The final major point relates to the use of an F0 of 1000 Hz in conditions where only unresolved harmonics should be present. The authors do mention that this is likely above the existence region of pitch in cats but omit to mention that it is also above the existence region of envelope-based periodicity pitch in humans (e.g., Burns and Viemeister, 1976, 1981; Carlyon and Deeks, 2002). Indeed, humans not only hear little or no pitch with 1000 Hz modulation, they are very insensitive to even the presence of modulation at 1000 Hz. As shown by Viemeister, (1979) and by Kohlrausch, Fassel and Dau (2000), sensitivity to amplitude modulation degrades beyond about 150 Hz (around 50 Hz with noise carriers for different reasons), in a way that is independent of CF, and so is unlikely to be due to peripheral filtering. Citing Oxenham et al., (2011) as evidence for F0 perception beyond 1000 Hz misses the point, as that involved resolved harmonics, where envelope cues were unlikely to have been present. If it is not perceived as pitch in either humans or cats, what is the likelihood of it being perceived as pitch in ferrets? Why isn\'t it possible that ferrets are basing their judgments on changes in perceived modulation strength, rather than pitch itself?

*Reviewer \#3:*

This is a revision of a paper about pitch perception. The field is cloudy, and the authors attempted to clarify some controversial issues by comparing spectral and temporal cues for pitch discrimination between humans and ferrets. The authors propose that unlike humans, ferrets use predominantly temporal cues, relying on higher order harmonics for pitch discrimination. i.e. there may be different neurobiological underpinnings for similar pitch discrimination.

The revised version of the paper addressed the two major flaws identified by the reviewers. These were claims of novelty, and weaknesses in experimental design.

In the revised version, the claims of novelty were toned down, and explanations provided for the choice of stimuli, although there remain concerns about whether the stimuli can really be the same for the two species.

10.7554/eLife.41626.015

Author response

> Essential revisions:
>
> 1\) The basic conclusions have been drawn in earlier papers. The relationship between broader cochlear tuning and greater reliance on unresolved harmonics has been explicitly stated in Shofner and Chaney, 2013 and are present in other studies of the perception and neural coding of pitch in non-human mammals. We do understand that there are benefits to doing the same experiment in humans and ferrets and suggest increased clarity in covering how the main conclusions have already been drawn by previous studies. Details are provided in minor comments below.

The reviewers are correct to point out that the idea that cochlear filter widths might relate to the use of resolved harmonics is not a new idea. The unique contribution of our manuscript is, as the Reviewers point out, to demonstrate the species differences predicted by this idea more conclusively than previous papers. We achieved this by testing both humans and a non-human animal on a behavioural task that was (a) specifically designed to probe the use of resolved harmonic and temporal pitch cues, and (b) which could be directly compared across species. Our simulation work builds on previous discussions of cochlear filter widths and their relation to resolved harmonic by providing visualizations of the spectral and temporal representation of harmonic complexes across species that differ in cochlear widths.

We have made edits to our manuscript to clarify our novel contributions and their relation to Shofner and Chaney, (2013).

> 2\) The choice of F0s of 500 and 1000 Hz is odd. First, they are exactly an octave apart. Second, do the authors believe that ferrets are sensitive to 1000-Hz temporal modulations? Couldn\'t this discrimination simply be detecting some modulation at 500 Hz, and no modulation at 1000 Hz, and not have anything to do with pitch? The authors should discuss the caveats of using this stimulus, which still clearly demonstrates that animals are doing something different from the humans. The authors might more explicitly acknowledge this potential experimental weakness.

Our initial F0s of 500 and 1000Hz were intentionally chosen to be an octave apart. This allowed us to exactly match the frequency bandwidths of stimuli with different F0s (by putting the lower and upper cutoff frequencies at a common harmonic). Otherwise, ferrets could have used the spectral edges of stimuli, rather than F0, to discriminate between them. For the same reason, our second set of testing stimuli (150 and 450Hz), in which we replicated all our behavioural findings (Figure 5A), were separated by a factor of three. The reviewer's concern with the octave spacing may be that the task would be slightly more difficult with octave spacings due to similarities in pitch chroma (Yin, Fritz and Shamma, 2010). However, our ferrets learned to discriminate both sets of F0s well, and in fact even performed better on the one-octave spacing (500, 1000 Hz) than factor-of-three spacing (150, 450 Hz).

To clarify the motivations for our choice of target stimuli, we have added the following sentence to subsection "Testing stages and stimuli":

"The pairs of target stimuli were chosen to be either 1 octave (a factor of two; 500 and 1000Hz) or a factor of three (150 and 450Hz) apart so that their ranges of harmonics could be matched exactly in spectral range."

And to subsection "Behavioural measures of pitch cue use in ferrets":

"In both cases, the integer ratios between the F0s to be discriminated allowed us to match their spectral bandwidths exactly, so that ferrets could not solve the task based on the frequency range of the sound (Figure 3; left column)"

In relation to the reviewer's second point, we fully expect that ferrets should be sensitive to a 1000Hz modulation. This is within the limits of strong phase locking reported in recordings of the auditory nerve in ferrets (Sumner and Palmer, 2012) and cats (Johnson, 1980), and well within the upper pitch limit of \~3500Hz for human listeners (Ritsma, 1962; Oxenham et al., 2011). It is also plausible that ferrets would be more sensitive to fast modulations than human listeners given their apparent importance in ferret pitch perception. The Reviewers' concern may be based on the study of Chung and Colavita, (1976), who demonstrated periodicity pitch perception in cats on a transfer of learning task up to F0s of 800Hz. However, the upper "pitch" limit in that study could actually reflect the cats' limits in generalizing across very different spectral ranges, which were higher for higher F0s in that study.

We also note that our pattern of results was replicated when we trained ferrets to discriminate between 150 and 450 Hz F0s, which are within a range where temporal modulation rate discrimination should be good even in humans. The consistency of results across these two very different F0 ranges suggests that the animals are using the cues in the same way in both cases.

To address the reviewer's concern about the 1000Hz F0, we have added the following new paragraph to subsection "Implications for neurophysiological work":

"It is interesting that ferrets appear to favour temporal cues over resolved harmonic cues even for F0s as high as 1000Hz. This periodicity is well below the upper limits of human pitch perception (Oxenham et al., 2011) and the phase locking limit of the ferret auditory nerve (Sumner and Palmer, 2012), though it falls above a behavioural measurement of periodicity pitch limits in cats (Chung and Colavita, 1976). While we cannot state conclusively that ferrets perceived the 1000Hz modulation, the similar pattern of performance for the lower pair of reference F0s (150 and 450 Hz) suggests that the ferrets were using the same strategies for all F0s tested."

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

> Essential revisions:
>
> Your reviewers had a split decision about your paper, over both novelty and stimulus design issues. We have come to the consensus that an amended introduction and discussion could potentially resolve our concerns. Please carefully re-evaluate the original critiques, in addition to the points summarized below and the new full reviews.

We have revised the Introduction and Discussion section as requested. These revisions are summarized in the responses below.

In light of the reviewer's feedback and our changes to the manuscript during the review process, we have changed the Title of the manuscript from the original:

"Pitch perception is adapted to species-specific cochlear filtering"

to:

"Across-species differences in pitch perception are consistent with differences in cochlear filtering"

> 1\) First, it may be that you were not aware of the other Shofner paper in humans. A more balanced introduction and discussion should include discussion of the pair of previous studies that already compared humans with another similarly-sized mammal, and used similar stimuli in both, and came to the same conclusions.

We were indeed unaware of the study by Shofner and Campbell, (2012), and we thank the reviewer for suggesting it to us. We now cite this work in our discussion of the human literature.

(Introduction) "Although psychophysical experiments have demonstrated that humans can extract F0 using either resolved harmonics or unresolved harmonics alone (Bernstein and Oxenham, 2003; Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990; Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994), human pitch perception is generally dominated by resolved harmonics (Ritsma, 1967; Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994; Shofner and Campbell, 2012)."

We have also pointed out in the revised Introduction that Shofner and colleagues explicitly compared the patterns of performance between humans and chinchillas, though we note that the tasks used were quite different between the two species. Chinchillas were required to report when the standard sound (1-channel harmonic tone complex; wHTC) changed to a test sound (a tonal HTC or a HCT with varied numbers of vocoded channels), in a classic go/no-go paradigm. Animals could equally respond on this task to a change in pitch or in some other timbre dimension, with this design determining the threshold for detecting a salient pitch change. Humans, by contrast, were required to judge the pitch salience of a test sound (the HCT with varied numbers of vocoded channels) on a percentage scale, where 0% matched a standard wHTC presented at the start of the trial and 100% matched a clean HTC presented at the end of the trial. Given these considerable task differences, we would argue that our current direct comparison of human and animal performance on the same pitch discrimination task remains a unique and valuable contribution to the field. This is now included in our Introduction:

"Finally, most animal studies have not directly compared performance across human and non-human species (Bendor et al., 2012; Osmanski et al., 2013; Song et al., 2016), or have compared them across considerably different behavioural tasks (e.g. Shofner and Campbell, 2012 versus Shofner and Chaney, 2013), so differences in task demands might account for any apparent species differences."

We also emphasize in the Introduction that the relative widths of cochlear filters has been offered as a explanation for the greater reliance of animals on temporal pitch cues in discussions of these studies by Shofner and colleagues, as is also the case in the work of Wang and colleagues. Our manuscript builds on this suggestion by demonstrating how these filter widths would manifest as activation profiles in the modelled human and ferret auditory nerve. This previously existing contribution is directly acknowledged in the Introduction:

(Introduction) "It has been suggested that these apparent species differences in perception could relate to the pitch cues that are available following cochlear filtering (Cedolin and Delgutte, 2010; Shofner and Chaney, 2013)."

Similarly, we have stated that previous authors have described narrower filter widths in ferrets:

(Introduction) "In particular, the growing evidence that cochlear bandwidths are broader in many other species (Joris et al., 2011; Shera et al., 2002), including ferrets (Alves-Pinto et al., 2016; Sumner et al., 2018), supports the possibility that they might process pitch cues in different ways from humans, as has been noted (Shofner and Campbell, 2012; Shofner and Chaney, 2013)."

We reiterate this point elsewhere in our manuscript:

(Subsection "Findings in other species") "Our cochlear simulations suggest that harmonic resolvability is worse for ferrets than human listeners, as a consequence of their previously demonstrated differences in cochlear filter widths (Sumner et al., 2018)."

The revised Discussion section also points out that Shofner previously proposed that species differences in pitch perception could be explained by differences in peripheral tuning:

(Subsection "Findings in other species") "Chinchillas were similarly shown to detect the onset of a periodic sound following a non-periodic sound using temporal, rather than resolved harmonic, cues (Shofner, 2002). While these studies did not explicitly compare the use of resolved and unresolved pitch cues, their findings are consistent with ours regarding the importance of temporal cues in non-human species, and the authors similarly proposed that species differences could be explained by differences in peripheral tuning."

> 2\) Second, the stimulus design issues might be resolved for this paper by a more thorough accounting of the available evidence pointing to insensitivity to modulation around 1000 Hz in all species tested so far (with relevant citations added). ... You might also discuss whether ferrets might be able to perceive higher modulation rates than humans or may only need to perceive the lower pitch to perform the task correctly.

We agree that a discussion of the upper limit of periodicity pitch in human listeners would be a useful addition and have added it to the revised discussion. This limit was estimated by Carlyon and Deeks, (2002) and later more thoroughly by Macherey and Carlyon, (2014) to be potentially as high as 700-800Hz. It is unknown if this same upper limit applies to other species and given the greater reliance on temporal pitch cues that has now been reported for all non-human animals studied (ferrets, marmosets, gerbils and chinchillas), a higher temporal pitch limit in these species remains entirely possible. We now include a citation of this work and clarify that the upper limit of temporal pitch in humans is likely to be below 1000Hz.

We agree that it is possible that ferrets are basing their judgments in the 707Hz version of our task by detecting the presence of modulation in the 500Hz target and absence in 1000Hz target. We have added to our text to explicitly acknowledge this possibility.

The new text incorporating the above suggestions now reads:

(Subsection "Implications for neurophysiological work") "It is interesting that ferrets appear to favour temporal cues over resolved harmonic cues even for F0s as high as 1000Hz. While this periodicity is well below the phase locking limit of the ferret auditory nerve (Sumner and Palmer, 2012), it falls above a reported temporal pitch limit in cats (Chung and Colavita, 1976) and humans (Carlyon and Deeks, 2002; Macherey and Carlyon, 2014). We thus cannot rule out the possibility that ferrets were actually performing the 707Hz reference task by detecting the absence of temporal modulation at 1000Hz. However, the similar pattern of performance for the lower pair of reference F0s (150 and 450 Hz) is less plausibly explained in this way, and supports the idea that the ferrets were basing their judgments on temporal pitch cues. It is also possible that the temporal modulation limit of pitch is higher in an animal that relies more on this cue."

> 3\) We suggest you acknowledge the potential confounds remaining in the human version of the experiment, where the spectral edge is not held constant. One reviewer points out that it is possible to design an experiment that does not have these confounds. For instance, using shallow bandpass filter slopes so that the spectral edge of the stimulus is not a salient cue, would remove the possibility that the spectral edge is being used. ... After discussion, we do not require these experiments for this paper, but think that discussion of this point would be helpful.

It is correct that the lower spectral edge of the stimuli in the "low harmonics" condition differed for the low and high F0 targets for human subjects, and that this difference is unavoidable due to the small F0 difference required to test human pitch performance. However, if subjects did choose to make pitch judgments based on the position of the lower spectral edge of probe stimuli, the presence of this cue would likely impair their performance rather than improve it, as the higher F0 (220 Hz) had a lower spectral edge (220 Hz) and the lower F0 (180 Hz) a higher one (360 Hz). Listeners were given no feedback on probe trials, so it is unlikely that they would have learned the counterintuitive strategy of reporting the stimulus with the lower spectral edge as having the higher F0. Thus, if anything, this issue would have most likely impaired human performance on the low harmonics condition relative to ferrets, when in fact this condition is the one where humans are better than ferrets. This confound is thus conservative with respect to the results and conclusions.

The existence of these spectral edge cues is evident from our stimulus descriptions (e.g. Figure 4B). We have modified our text to emphasize the existence of these spectral edge cues, and to explain why they are unlikely to aid performance on our task.

In the Results section:

"The constraints of using a smaller F0 difference necessitated a different lowest frequency component between the two F0s for the "All Harmonic" and "Low Harmonic" conditions, unlike the ferret stimuli. However, the spectral edge was higher for the lower F0 (360 Hz vs. 220 Hz), and thus is unlikely to have provided a cue that could be used to correctly perform the task (particularly given that we did not provide feedback). Because the F0 difference differed between species, the between-species comparison of interest here is not the difference in absolute scores on the task, but the pattern of performance across probe conditions."

In the Materials and methods section:

"Human subjects were tested on a pitch classification task that was designed to be as similar as possible to Stage 3 of ferrets' task (see above). Target F0s of 180 and 220 Hz were tested on 16 subjects. Due to the smaller F0 difference required to make the task difficult enough to challenge human listeners (Walker et al., 2009), it was not possible to match the lower spectral edge of the "Low Harmonic" and "All Harmonic" stimuli as we did for ferrets. However, the stimuli were set such that the higher F0 target had the lower spectral edge. As a result, these edge cues were incongruent with the F0. Because feedback was not provided, it is unlikely that subjects could have learned to associate a lower spectral edge with the higher F0 and vice versa. This stimulus confound thus if anything is likely to have made the task more difficult in the "Low Harmonic" and "All Harmonic" conditions. Because our main finding is that the relative performance of humans was better than that of ferrets in these conditions, it seems unlikely to have influenced the key results."

> 4\) Using F0s within the range where F0 can actually be detected via envelope cues (at least in humans), would remove concerns about the frequencies you used. After discussion, we do not require these experiments for this paper, but think that discussion of this point would be helpful.

Our experiments in fact already include F0s within this range: the 150Hz vs 450Hz discrimination task for ferrets and the 180Hz vs 220Hz task for humans. All of these are within the reported range of periodicity pitch for humans (Macherey and Carlyon, 2014). Ferrets perform very poorly in discriminating lower F0 pitches (Walker et al., 2009), so testing even lower F0 ranges is not feasible. Keep in mind that the lower limit of the ferret hearing range is higher than that of human listeners, so very low pitches may be less relevant for them than they are for us.

To make it more obvious that ferrets were presented with stimuli from this range as well as from the higher range, we now depict both in Figure 3.

We also now draw the reader's attention to the fact that we have included a low F0 range for ferrets and find exactly the same pattern of results as we did for the high F0 range in our manuscript:

(subsection "Implications for neurophysiological work") "We thus cannot rule out the possibility that ferrets were actually performing the 707Hz reference task by detecting the absence of temporal modulation at 1000Hz. However, the similar pattern of performance for the lower pair of reference F0s (150 and 450 Hz) is less plausibly explained in this way and supports the idea that the ferrets were basing their judgments on temporal pitch cues."

> Reviewer \#2:
>
> This paper provides an interesting example of how differences in peripheral spectral resolution may influence higher-level percepts, in this case pitch. My primary concerns with the original submission were (1) The findings were not as original as implied by the authors (with previous studies having ascribed differences between human and animal pitch perception and performance to differences in spectral resolution), and (2) It was not clear from the stimuli used whether pitch was in fact the dimension that the ferrets were using to perform the task, particularly as the higher-F0 conditions (between 500 and 1000 Hz) extends beyond the region for which envelope-based pitch had been shown to exist.
>
> 1\) The main claim to novelty here is that the same task was used in the two species. Although this is true, the tasks used in previous papers were not all that different. For instance: Shofner and Chaney, (2013) showed in chinchillas that temporal-envelope cues, and not spectral peaks (ie resolved harmonics) were used for pitch cues, and Shofner and Campbell, (2012 not cited by the current authors) showed in humans, using essentially identical stimuli that the opposite pattern of results was observed. In both papers, the authors explicitly invoke species differences in spectral resolution to explain the difference in results. In my view, this makes the present contribution an incremental improvement -- one that deserves publication, but not in a general-audience journal such as eLife.

Please see our reply this concern in our response to point 1, above.

> 2\) First, the range of F0s was much lower for the humans than for the ferrets.

Humans were tested on target F0s of 180 and 220Hz, which is in fact within the 150 and 450 Hz target range tested in ferrets. However, ferrets were additionally tested on a higher F0 range (500 and 1000Hz). We included this additional higher F0 range for ferrets because their pitch discrimination thresholds are poorer for low F0s (Walker et al., 2009). Therefore, the low F0 range was matched in humans and ferrets in an acoustical sense, while the higher F0 range provided a better match in terms of F0 discrimination preference. The same pattern of results was observed for both the low and high ranges tested in ferrets, demonstrating that they are independent of the absolute F0 used.

We suspect the reviewer may not have noticed the lower F0s used for the ferret. To make the two sets of stimuli that were used more obvious, we now depict both of them in Figure 3.

We also added this justification for the two F0 ranges to the methods:

(Subsection "Testing stages and stimuli") "The 150 and 450 Hz targets were chosen to overlap with the F0 range that we tested in human listeners (below). The 500 and 1000 Hz condition was included as ferrets often perform better on pitch discrimination tasks in this range than on sounds with lower F0s (Walker et al., 2009)."

> 3\) Second, the F0 difference between the two target tones was much smaller.

We were unable to match the exact F0's presented to humans and ferrets in our pitch discrimination task. Using the same F0's would result in the task being too difficult for ferrets to perform with even the standard stimulus, or too easy for humans for even the most degraded pitch cues (see Walker et al., 2009). We argue that it is more important to match the difficulty of our task than the absolute F0s presented. We have clarified this choice of stimuli in our Results, in the following text:

(Subsection "Comparison of human and ferret pitch classification performance") "We tested human listeners using the same types of standard and probe stimuli as in the final stage of ferret testing described above. As the pitch discrimination thresholds of human listeners are known to be superior to those of ferrets (Walker et al., 2009), we adapted the target F0s (180 and 220 Hz) and harmonic cut-offs for human hearing (Figure 4). The constraints of using a smaller F0 difference necessitated a different lowest frequency component between the two F0s for the "All Harmonic" and "Low Harmonic" conditions, unlike the ferret stimuli. However, the spectral edge was higher for the lower F0 (360 Hz vs. 220 Hz), and thus is unlikely to have provided a cue that could be used to correctly perform the task (particularly given that we did not provide feedback). Because the F0 difference differed between species, the between-species comparison of interest here is not the difference in absolute scores on the task, but the pattern of performance across probe conditions."

> 4\) For the humans, there was a large difference in the lower spectral edge between the two target stimuli in the control (wideband) condition and in the condition with the lower harmonics present: for the lower-F0 tone (180 Hz), the second harmonics was the lowest (360 Hz), whereas for the higher-F0 tone (220 Hz), the first harmonic was lowest present (220 Hz). This provides a large spectral-edge cue that the ferrets did not have access to. Humans had access to this cue in all but the high high-harmonics condition (in which performance was poorer). Although this does negate the results of the study, it is an important confound that undermines the claim to novelty of having used the same stimuli and tasks in the two populations.

Please see our reply to this concern in our response to point 3, above.

> 5\) The final major point relates to the use of an F0 of 1000 Hz in conditions where only unresolved harmonics should be present. The authors do mention that this is likely above the existence region of pitch in cats but omit to mention that it is also above the existence region of envelope-based periodicity pitch in humans (e.g., Burns and Viemeister, 1976, 1981; Carlyon and Deeks, 2002). Indeed, humans not only hear little or no pitch with 1000 Hz modulation, they are very insensitive to even the presence of modulation at 1000 Hz. As shown by Viemeister, (1979) and by Kohlrausch, Fassel and Dau (2000), sensitivity to amplitude modulation degrades beyond about 150 Hz (around 50 Hz with noise carriers for different reasons), in a way that is independent of CF, and so is unlikely to be due to peripheral filtering. Citing Oxenham et al., (2011) as evidence for F0 perception beyond 1000 Hz misses the point, as that involved resolved harmonics, where envelope cues were unlikely to have been present. If it is not perceived as pitch in either humans or cats, what is the likelihood of it being perceived as pitch in ferrets? Why isn\'t it possible that ferrets are basing their judgments on changes in perceived modulation strength, rather than pitch itself?

We take the point and have revised the manuscript to acknowledge this issue. Our modifications to the manuscript that address this issue are described above, under points 2 and 4.

In addition to the concerns summarized by the editor, the reviewer points out here that our manuscript cited Oxenham, 2011 as evidence for the upper pitch limit, not the upper limit of temporal pitch. As the reviewer has pointed out that this could be confused with an upper limit of temporal pitch, we have removed the citation and accompanying text from our manuscript and replaced it with a citation of Carlyon's work:

(Subsection "Implications for neurophysiological work") "While this periodicity is well below the phase locking limit of the ferret auditory nerve (Sumner and Palmer, 2012), it falls above a reported temporal pitch limit in cats (Chung and Colavita, 1976) and humans (Carlyon and Deeks, 2002; Macherey and Carlyon, 2014)."

> Reviewer \#3:
>
> This is a revision of a paper about pitch perception. The field is cloudy, and the authors attempted to clarify some controversial issues by comparing spectral and temporal cues for pitch discrimination between humans and ferrets. The authors propose that unlike humans, ferrets use predominantly temporal cues, relying on higher order harmonics for pitch discrimination. i.e. there may be different neurobiological underpinnings for similar pitch discrimination.
>
> The revised version of the paper addressed the two major flaws identified by the reviewers. These were claims of novelty, and weaknesses in experimental design.
>
> In the revised version, the claims of novelty were toned down, and explanations provided for the choice of stimuli, although there remain concerns about whether the stimuli can really be the same for the two species.

We thank the reviewer for recognizing the importance of our manuscript. We have addressed the concerns about matching stimuli and tasks across species above, in our responses to 3-4, and reviewer 2's points 2 and 3.

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
